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ABSTRACT
The operating parameters for the omegatron were defined for pressures
from 10"^ torr to less than
torr. The sensitivity and resolution
of the omegatron were determined for helium, nitrogen, argon, and carbon
dioxide. The measured resolution was compared with the theoretical
resolution and the sensitivity was compared with the sensitivity of the
Bayard-Alport type ionisation gage. Bata are presented to show that the
operating parameters are independent of the pressure from 10*6 torr to
10'10 torr.

vii

BMiODUCTIOH

In most experiments conducted In the ultra 1:1,;,a vacuum range it is
essential to know the partial pressure of each gas surrounding the expert ment.

In working with so called "clean surfaces,” for instance, it is

necessary to know which gases are adsorbing on the clean surface,

To

take a more general example, if the pressure is measured with an ioni
sation gage the composition of the gas must he known because an
Ionisation gage has a different sensitivity for each gas.

An Instrument

that will give a quantitative as well as qualitative analysis of the
gases in the ultra-high-vacuum range is known as an omegatron.
The omegatron was first proposed by Hippie, Sommer, and Thomas
(ref. l) as a device for accurately determining the value of the Faraday.
A later paper by these authors (ref. 2 ) showed that the omegatron could
be used to measure e/m ratio of gases present in a vacuum system.
One of the earliest applications of the omegatron as a partial pressure
analyzer was by Alpert and Buritz (ref. 3 )*

They utilized a simplified

version of the omegatron to show that helium was the predominant residual
gas in their glass ultra -high -ve cmsa system.

Many authors (refs, h, 5 ,

6, and 7) have since then investigated (different configurations of the
omegatron in the pressure range around

10

torr.

Very little work,

however, has been done to investigate the operating parameters of the
omegatron in the pressure range below 10*°

2

torr.

It is the purpose

3

here to define these parameters In the ultra high vacuim range and to
detenslne the sensitivity of the omegatron for certain gases in this
pressure range*

This investigation vas conducted on a simplified

version of the onegatron based on the design of Alpert and Bunts (ref* 3)*

CHAPTER I
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION AND THEORY
The principle of operation of the omegatron is similar to that of a
cyclotron.

As shown in figure 1, an electron beam which is parallel to

the magnetic field produces the ions inside the ionisation chamber.

The

ions formed then interact with the crossed magnetic and alternating
electric fields and are accelerated in orbits of increasing size.

If the

frequency of the applied KF voltage is the same as the cyclotron frequency
of some particular e/m ratio, the ions with that particular e/m ratio will
eventually strike the collector.

A positive trapping voltage is applied

to the sides of the ionization chamber to prevent the plane of the ion
orbits from drifting away from the center of the ionization chamber and
striking the sides of the ionisation chamber.
There are several theoretical treatments of the motion of lops in
an omegatron in the literature (refs. 3 and 9 ).

Some useful parameters

are given below.
An expression for the radius of the orbit of an ion in the omegatron
is

r s &
Be
where

Bo

sin

&
2

is the amplitude of Hie KF field, B

strength, t

(l)
is the magnetic field

is the time measured after the ion is formed and

k

€ » tb *» mc

(2 )

Is the above expression cu is the angular frequency of the alternating
RF field and
particular

e/m

is the cyclotron angular frequency of an ion with a
ratio given by
,c , &
m

where

e

is the electronic charge in

(5>

cssu and m

is the mass of the

ion in grams.
If the frequency of the KF field approaches the cyclotron frequency
of a particular ion, in other word© as

e

approaches its resonant condition and if

0, then that particular ion
c

0

in equation (l) the

radius of the resonant ion orbit is given by

rc =

(if)
2B

where

rc

is toe radius of the resonant ion orbit at time

t.

Thus the

radius of the resonant ion orbit increases uniformly with time and the
path of the resonant ion is an Archimedes * spiral.
There are nonresonant ions present in the omegatron whose cyclotron
frequency is very close to the KF frequency and some of these ions will
also be collected.

There is a range of cyclotron frequencies, therefore,

that will be near enough to the KF frequency -that ions with cyclotron
frequencies that fall within this range will also be collected.

This

range of frequencies can be evaluated by considering equation (1).
From equation <i) if toe collector is located a distance
electron beam, the ion with a cyclotron frequency to
reach the collector if

rQ

from toe

will never

6

ro > £

There is, then, a critical value of

e

<5)

for which the ions will reach

the collector given by

e ' - -J2rD B

(6)

Thus an ion with a cyclotron frequency of o>

will be collected if

05 - CD <

(?)

ro

The resolution of the omegatron is defined as

K «

In practical units
kilogauss, So

^8rQ
S » ----- —
So M

a>c

e rc.B2
a -----------------2e*
2Bo m

where

r
o

v

is incentimeters, B

is in volts per centimeter, and M

is in

is in atonic mass units.

The resolution can be measured experimentally because the

2c * tern in

equation (8) is the width of the resonant ion peak measured at the base
of the peak*
The length of an Archimedes * spiral is approximately equal to the
number of revolutions times the average orbit circumference.
length of the resonant ion m
by

The path

it spirals to the collector is thus given

1

A * n*r0

where

n

collected.

(9)

is the number of turns made by the resonant ion prior to being
From equation (3 )

eB
r, «
2jtb
, _ = <*fc = _

/.a
\
(10)

and therefore from the above equation and equation (*0

„ ,

(u)

2m

where

tQ

mBo

is the time taken by the resonant ion to reach a radius

rQ .

The resonant ion path length is therefore given by

g &~t q2
X , ------ » 2r0 R

remembering that

H

(12)

is the resolution.

The sensitivity of the omegatron is defined by

Ic

(13)

*E P

where
and

P

Ic

is the ion collector current, Xg

is the election beam current,

is the pressure existing in the omegatron.

The ion collector

current in the omegatron for any given pressure and electron beam current
1

is influenced by the ion path length given in equation (12).

Any

Increase in the ionic path length will increase the chance that ions will
he removed from their cyclic orbit and thus not be collected.

Thus for

maximum sensitivity the ion path length should be as short as possible.
But fro® equation (12) decreasing the ion path length will also decrease
the resolution and therefore, there must be a compromise between
sensitivity and resolution to detexraine the values of
in equation (12).

r , B, and

So

CHASTER II
APPARATUS MSB PROCEDURE

Apparatus.* The omegatron was mounted on a stainless steel ultra*
high vaeutBii system with an internal volume of approximately 20 cubic
feet.

(See fig. 2.)

All of the seals in the system were made with

crushed metal WQ ” rings.

The system was evacuated by a Ip-inch diffu*

sion pump in series with a 2-inch diffusion pump which was in turn
backed by a

CF8I roughing pump.

A cold cap was installed in the

10*4nch pissp# and there was a liquid nitrogen cooled baffle between the
10*inch diffusion pu&qp and the chamber.

An ionization gage and a

magnetron gage were used to measure the pressure.

The chamber was baked

at a tcsuperature of 275° C to reduce the outgassing of 'the walls.

The

ultimate pressure in the chamber measured by the magnetron gage and
corrected to account for the change in sensitivity of the magnetron
gage (ref. 10) was about

2 x 10*^ torr.

(All of the pressures quoted

will be the equivalent nitrogen pressure.)
The omegatron was mounted on the side of the vacuum system and the
magnet was mounted on © track so that it could be rolled away from the
omegatron tube for baking the tube.

(See fig. 2.)

A block diagram of the test apparatus is shown in figure 5 . The
bias voltages and the emission current for the omegatron were supplied
by a commercial power supply.

The radio frequency signal was supplied

by a Hevlet Packard Model 65OA HF osillator with a sweep drive mechanism.

9

10
She frequency meter was a Beckman Model 8370 and the data were recorded
on a Electro Instrument Model ‘
391 X-Y plotter.

The ion currents from

the omegatron were measured by a Applied Physics Model 31 vibrating reed
electrometer.

She connection between the preamplifier of the electrometer

and the ion collector pin of the omegatron m a made with solid coaxial
cable utilising sapphire disk insulators. The noise in the electrometer
circuit was usually about 1 x 10

—1Vs

comperes.

Structural features of the omegatron.* Due to the necessity for
baking the omegatron tube, it is constructed, of materials capable of
withstanding temperatures as high as bOQ° C.

The sides of the ionisation

chamber, HF electrodes, electron beam focusing electrode, and electron
collector are made of molybdenum (fig. i).

The ion collector is platinum

end the ion collector shield is stainless steel.

The filament and leads

arc tungsten as are the header leads.
The sides of the ionisation chamber fora the sides of a 2 era square
cube with holes in opposing sides to permit passage of the electron beam.
The electron beam focusing electrode and the electron collector electrode
are 0.005-inch molybdenum sheet, 12 zm square.

The electron beam elec

trode has a 0 .023-inch~dlameter hole in the center to permit passage of
the electron beam.
The basic difference between the simplified omegatron which is
investigated in this paper end the original version proposed by Hippie,
Sommer, and Thomas, is that the original version employed guard rings
around the electric field to insure homogeneity in the electric field
end the simplified version does not have the guard rings.

McJJarry

(ref* ll) has shown that the electric field In the simplified omegatron
is not homogenous*
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Cleaning omegatron tube and magnet allnement«- The omegatron was
prepared for the tests by a rigorous cleaning procedure.

Since the

cleanliness of the tube is essential for operation at very low pressures,,
the procedure for cleaning the tube trill be delineated here.
pressure of about

After a

2 x lQm^® torr had been attained in the vacuum system,

the ionization chamber in the omegatron tube was heated white hot by an
induction heater and held at this temperature for approximately 5 minutes.
Shis induction heating was then stopped and the tube was baked with
heating tapes to about kQO° C for about

hours*

At the end of the bake

the tube was again heated by the induction heater for 5 minutes. fhe
electron beam focus electrode was then biased positive about 500 volts
with respect to the filament and the filament heated until there was a
current of 25*50 microamps between the electron beam focus electrode end
the filament.

The electrical leads for operating the omegatron tube were

then attached to the tube and the filament was biased negative about
150 volts with respect to the electron collector.

The filament was again

heated until there was a current of 20 microamps between the filament
and electron collector.
3*his completed the cleaning procedure of the omegatron tube.

In

some cases, however, this cleaning procedure had to be repeated two,or
three times to properly clean the tube.

If the tube was not cleaned

properly the background current was found to vary with the KF frequency,
and anomalous nitrogen and water peaks were observed in the mass spectro
gram.

After the tube had been cleaned, the magnet was rolled into place

and aligned.

$he magnet was considered aligned when the anise ion current

between the filament and electron collector was equal to the total
electron current leaving the filament.

12
Total pressure measurement.- The total pressure in the chamber was
measured by a coimserical Bayard Alpert type gage (HBG 331) and a magnetron
gage. The BA gage wets used from
the magnetron gage below

2 x 1

2 x 10
0

torr to

1 x 10**^ torr and

torr.

The BA gage was cleaned by bailing for abour h hours at 300° C.

A

potential of *kK)0 volts was then placed on the grid and the filament
heated until about 123 mi 111 amps were drawn fro® the filament to the grid.
Fifteen minutes of this electron bombardment were sufficient to complete
the cleaning of the BA gage.

The magnetron gage was cleaned by simply

baking at .100° C for h hours.
Gas inlet manifold.- 2b assure that only high purity gases enter the
chamber a special gas inlet manifold was devised.

The line from the

pressure regulator on the test gas bottle to the gas inlet valve was
evacuated with a roughing pump until the pressure was about 10 microns.
The roughing pimap was then valved off and the line backfilled with the
test gas from the bottle until the pressure was about 3 psig.

Using this

procedure the amount of air left in the manifold was less than 1 percent
of the test gas in the manifold. The test gas was admitted into the
chamber through the gas inlet valve which was all metal and bakable.
Although the valve was not designed to be a throttle valve, it worked
very well as one.

The leakage of gas into the chamber could be controlled

00 that the pressure could be controlled even in the 1Q ~ ^ torr region
if desired.
Test procedure.* The tests conducted were to determine the dependence
of the ioa current upon the trap voltage, electron collector voltage, and
the KF voltage.

If the values of trap voltage, electron collector voltage,

and BF voltage to give the maximum sensitivity are not dependent upon
the gas being analyzed nor upon the pressure of this gas, the omegatron
could be used with greater facility as a partial pressure analyser.
These tests were conducted in the following manner.

The vacuum

chamber was evacuated and the omegatron tube clean©! as noted.
pressure in the vacuum chamber was about

2 x 1

0

Wien the

torr, the test gas

was admitted into the chamber until the pressure desired was attained and
then the test run was conducted.

If the variation of ion current with

trap voltage was desired the trap voltage would be changed manually and
the ion current measured at each setting of the trap voltage. This
procedure was repeated at various pressures.

In a similar manner the

variation of ion current with electron collector voltage and KF voltage
were determined at various pressures.
A separate series of tests were conducted to determine the sensi
tivity of the omegatron for helium, nitrogen, argon, and carbon dioxide.
Again the test gas was admitted after a pressure of
been attained in the vacuum chamber.

2 x 10"-^ torr

had

For these tests, however, the

frequency of the RF voltage was varied through a range sufficient to
cause the various e/m ratios involved in the test run to become resonant.
A test run while admitting several test gases simultaneously (air, argon,
and carbon dioxide) ic shown In figure 1.

Of course in the tests to

determine the sensitivity of the omegatron for the test gases only one
test gas at a time was admitted into the chamber so that the partial
pressure of test gas would be equal to the total pressure.
The residual pressure in the chamber before admitting the test gas
was about

2 x 10**^ torr.

If a test gas was, admitted to raise the

pressure in the chamber to

2 x 10~^® torr the residual gases accounted

for about 10 percent of the total pressure and this percentage decreased
as the pressure was raised.

Thus the residual gases did not contribute

significantly to the pressure for pressures above

2 x 1

0

torr.

By

admitting the test gas into the chamber and making such a scan of the
e/m. ratios the height of the test gas peak could be compared with the
pressure and the sensitivity determined.

If the rate at which the

frequency was varied was slow enough the height of the test gas peak was
equal to the ion current, Ic.
frequency span of

2c*

A scan rate of about 2.5 minutes for the

(eq. (8)) was slow enough to insure that ‘"the

peak height was equal to the ion current.
After the frequency had been varied to determine the peak heights
at the first pressure, the gas inlet valve was opened further, a higher
pressure was obtained, and the frequency again varied to determine the
e/m ratios present.

In this manner the sensitivity was determined over

a pressure range from about

torr to 10**° torr.

CKAFKiE III
EXFERZMSKCAX* K 2SU IT S
Effect of the cleanliness of the om.epatron tube,** The cleanliness of
the omegatron affected the value of trap voltage to give the maximum
sensitivity.

This effect can be seen in figure 5 which shows the varia

tion of ion current with trap voltage before and after baking the
omegatron tube.

Before baking the tube, a trap voltage of 1.0 volt was

required to obtain maximum sensitivity.

After baking, however, the

trap voltage for maximum sensitivity was only 0.6 volt.

After cleaning

the tube several times by baking and induction heating, the value of
trap voltage for maximum sensitivity was found to remain constant even
after further cleaning.
Variation of ion current with trap voltage.* The variation of ion
current with trap voltage for argon for various pressures is shown in
figure 6 . The trap voltage to give the maximum sensitivity is 0.6 volt
and Is independent of pressure.

Figure / shows the same variation except

this figure is for nitrogen instead of argon.

The maximum sensitivity

for nitrogen occurs at a trap voltage of 0.5 volt.

The difference in the

ion current between these values of trap voltage is very slight, however,
and the value of the trap voltage for maximum sensitivity is essentially
the same for both gases.

Similar tests conducted upon helium and carbon

dioxide, but not presented here, showed that a trap voltage of 0.6 volt
gave the maximum sensitivity for helium and carbon dioxide also.
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Thus

the value of the trap voltage for maximum sensitivity is the same for
helium, nitrogen, argon, end carbon dioxide, and is independent of the
pressure.
Variation of ion current with electron collector voltage.- The
variation of ion current with electron collector voltage for argon at
various pressures is shown in figure 8 . The value of electron collector
voltage for maximum sensitivity for argon is 8 volts.
the variation for nitrogen.

Figure 9 shows

The electron collector voltage for maximum

sensitivity for nitrogen is 6 volts.

Again the difference in ion current

between these values of electron collector voltage is very slight, and
the value of the electron collector voltage for maximum sensitivity is
essentially the same for both gases.

Teste with helium and carbon dioxide

show that the value of electron collector voltage for maximum sensitivity
was also 6 volts.

Thus the value of the electron collector voltage for

maximum sensitivity is the same for helium, nitrogen, argon, and carbon
dioxide and is also independent of the pressure.
Figure 10 shows the variation of ion current with electron collector
voltage for argon at various emission currents.

The value of electron

collector voltage for maximum sensitivity is 6 volts and is independent
of the value of Hie emission current*
Variation of ion current with HF voltage for argon at various emission
currents.- The variation of ion current with BF voltage for argon at
various emission currents is shown in figure 11.
the data taken at one emission current.

Each curve represents

The value of HF voltage for

maximum sensitivity varies with the emission current. For emission cur
rents from 0.2ppA

to

IpA

the KF voltage for maximum sensitivity is

almost constant at 2 volts nas.

For emission currents greater than

l»iA

IT
the value of KF voltage for maximum sensitivity increases as the emission
current increases *
Figure 11 also shows that for a constant value of the KF voltage the
ion current is not directly proportional to the emission current.

If,

for example, at an HF voltage of 1*5 volts m s the emission current is
increased from
of increased.

2pA

to

3hA

the ion current is actually decreased instead

This occurance in the simple omegatron configuration has

also been noted by Edwards (ref. 12), who suggested, that it may be caused
by a space charge in the ionization chamber of the omegatron tube.

This

space charge, Edwards suggests, is caused by the electron beam and the
nonresonant ions around the electron beam.

An ion produced in a

lpA

electron beam must overcome a potential barrier about equal to the thermal
energy of the ion to arrive at a point just 0.5 ram from the beam.

Since

this potential barrier increases with increasing beam current, this
suggests that at the higher emission currents an appreciable portion of
the ions produced in the electron beam are unable to escape from it.
Thus in the simple omegatron configuration the ion current Is not
directly proportional to the emission current for emission currents
greater than

IpA.

However, for those omegatron configurations employing

guard rings to insure homogeneity in the electric field, the ion current
is directly proportional to the mission current for values of the
mission currents as great as

20pA.

(See refs. 13 and li*).

A clue

to the reason for this difference between the two omegatron configurations
is given by MeHarry (ref. 10), who shows that the electric field in the
simple omegatron configuration is not homogeneous throughout the space
inside the KF electrodes.

In fact in the simple omegatron the electric

18
field in the vicinity of the electron bean is much less than it would be
if the electric field were homogeneous. Thus in the omegatron configura
tion employing guard rings the electric field in the vicinity of the
electron beam is much greater than in the corresponding location in the
siaiple omegatron configuration.

In the simple omegatron configuration,

therefore, the electric field in the vicinity of the electron bean is not
strong enough to extract the ions from the vicinity of the electron beam
because of the space charge caused by the electron beam and the nonresonant
ions.
Sensitivity.- The sensitivity of the omegatron was found to depend
upon the HF voltage, trap voltage, and electron collector voltage as well
as the parameters indicated in equation (l$).

Therefore, the sensitivity

will be defined for constant values of KF voltage, trap voltage, and
electron collector voltage.

The values of trap voltage mid electron

collector voltage were chosen to give maximum sensitivity, but as indicated
in equation (12) the HF voltage is a compromise between sensitivity and
resolution.

For partial pressure analysis the sensitivity should be as

high as possible while the resolution should be adequate to separate
completely the argon peak from carbon dioxide peek.

An RF voltage of

1*5 volts r m was chosen to satisfy these conditions.
The sensitivity of the omegatron. for helium, nitrogen, argon, and
carbon dioxide is determined from the data presented in figures 12, 12,
lh, and 12- In each figure the ion current from the test gas is plotted,
versus the pressure in the vacuum system for an emission current of
1 microamp.

The line shown through the data was computed by the method

of least squares.

If the sensitivity were independent of pressure the

ion current would be directly proportional to pressure and the slope of
the line in figures 12, 15, it, and 15 would be one.

Since the slope of

these lines is not one the sensitivity is dependent upon, the pressure.
There is only a slight sensitivity dependence upon the pressure for
helium, nitrogen, and argon,

This is seen from the fact that the slope

of the ion current versus pressure line in figures 12, Ip, and it' is
only slightly greater than one.
°bw in table I.

The slope of the lines is listed under

There are reasons to expect the slope of this ion current

versus pressure line might be slighly greater than one.

At low pressures

the residual gases in the vacuum system constitute a larger percentage of
the pressure than at higher pressures, so that at low pressures the
partial pressure of the test gas is not equal to the total pressure.

This

effect of the residual gases would cause an apparent low sensitivity at
low pressures and therefore, the slope of the line would, be greater than
one*
The slope of the line showing the variation of ion current with
pressure for carbon dioxide is shown in figure 15 and is 0 *92H.

This

apparent increase in the sensitivity at low pressures is an anomaly, and
a reason for it is lacking.
The variation of ion current with pressure is given by the expression

logpo *c = a + b logI0 P

Values for

a

and, b

for the lines shown in figures 12, 13, ?iA, and Ip

are shown in table I , The pressures in figures 12 through 15 are in
equivalent nitrogen pressures.

These pressures must be corrected to

(lk)

account for the change in ionization gage sensitivity for each test gas.
The true pressure can then he used to calculate the sensitivities from
equation (13)*

Using the values of the ionization gage sensitivity for

helium, nitrogen, and argon from Bushman and Young {ref. 15) end the
value for carbon dioxide from Wagenek and Johnson (ref. 16), the true
pressures were determined for the test gases for an equivalent nitrogen
pressure of

10-9 torr.

Using the value of the ion currents at

10~3 torr

from figures 12 through 15 and the true pressures, the sensitivities were
calculated at a pressure of

10“9 torr equivalent nitrogen pressure.

These sensitivities are listed in table II*
Resolution.- A© already noted, the resolution of the omegatron could
be improved by reducing the W

voltage.

For an KF voltage of 1*3 volts m s

the theoretical resolution was computed from equation (8) for various
gases. The resolution could also be measured because the

2e * in equ

ation (3) is the width of the base of the resonant ion peaks.

The

theoretical and measured resolution are listed in table XII for various
gases.

Figure 16 shows that the resolution is sufficient to separate

the argon peak (mass hQ) from the carbon dioxide peak (mass *^1 ).
Tests were conducted on a separate omegatron tube of the same config
uration.

The sensitivity of the second tube for the test gases agreed

with the data from the first tube within 10 percent.

CHAPTER IV
CORCUJSIOHS

The value of trap voltage, electron collector voltage, and EF voltage
for maximum sensitivity is independent of the pressure and gas for helium,
nitrogen, argon, and carbon dioxide.

The oaegatron can therefore be used

at various pressures and still be a quantitative analyzer.

The ion cur

rent is not proportional to the emission current for emission currents
above

IpA.

Therefore increasing the emission current in order to

increase the ion current from small peaks is not helpful in the simple
omegatron configuration.
The oaaegatron analyzer tube itself is well suited for analysis of
the residual gases in an ultra-high vacuum chamber.

The tube is easily-

cleaned and after proper cleaning does not contribute a self spectrum to
the mass spectrogram obtained.
omegatron show,

The partial pressures as measured by the

therefore, the gases in the vacuum chamber and not gas

being evolved from the analyzer tube itself.

The sensitivity of the

omeg&tron is essentially constant froia on© analyzer tube to the next and
does not seem to vary as the tube ages.

The ratio of the sensitivity of

the amegatron for various gases is about the same as the ratio of the
ionization gage sensitivities.

The ion collection efficiency is slightly

higher for the omegatron than for the Ionization gage.

The sensitivity

is slightly dependent upon the pressure for helium, argon, and nitrogen.
For carbon dioxide the sensitivity apparently increases at low pressures.

A disadvantage of the omegatron is that the ion currents are very
small, and the equipment and technique necessary to measure them are
sophisticated.

Vibrating reed type electrometers with solid coaxial cable

from the ion collector pin on the omegatron tube to the preamplifier are
required for measuring the lowest peak heights.

The electrical connections

between the ion collector pin and the electrometer must be kept clean and
any vibration of the omegatron tube itself can cause large background
noise to show up in the electrometer.
Since the ion currents involved are so small the mass range must be
scanned very slowly.
utes.

A scan from mass 12 to mass hh takes about 50 min

This is a decided drawback if the pressure inside the vacuum

system is changing.

Of course, the scan rate can be accelerated

a consequent decrease in sensitivity and resolution.

with

The measured

resolution is about one-third of the theoretical resolution but is still
adequate to separate mass ho from mass M*.
The lowest partial pressure that can be measured depends upon the
electrometer. With the instrumentation used here the lowest partial
pressure measurable was

2 x 10"*^ torr.
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TABLE I
Constants for equation lh

a

b

Helium

10.29

1.02

Nitrogen

10.20

1.011+

Argon

10.1+7

1.031+

8.1+1+

.921+

GAS

Carbon Dioxide

TABLE II
Omegatron sensitivity compared with ionization gauge sensitivity

GAS

IONIZATION GAUGE
SENSITIVITY (torr"1 )

OMEGATRON
SENSITIVITY (torr"1)

1.6

2.0

Nitrogen

10.0

li.5

Argon

11.9

17.5

Carbon Dioxide

13.7

25.0

Helium
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TABLE III

Cyclotron frequency and resolution for various masses

fc (KCPS)

Theoretical
R es ol u t i o n

15^2

280

16

385

70

17 o 5

20

308

56

20.5

28

219

bO

1^.6

32

191.5

35

*t0

153

28

11.3
10

139

25

8.7

M/e

Measured
Resolution
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Figure 3* - Block diagram for omegatron partial pressure analyzer.
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